
Anatomy of Hope 
I. Lungs 
 
Interior temperature rising, the building opened its louvers, its gills  

 
and breathed in 
 
  a bird. 

 
We, the whole tour group, watched it flutter in confusion around the angled openings 

 
a disorientation of human-ordered space,  

 
desperate  

 
for the lack of a geometric plan, outside. 

 
 I know the feeling.  

You, my dad, were the only one, of course, 

 to cup your hand around her wild flicking, 

  a calm reassurance to push against  

to find her way back to where she belongs. 

She launched.  

I know this feeling too. 

Flight possible not only because of hollow bones,  

but bones pneumaticized with air sacs  

bringing in oxygen on both inspiration and expiration 

a superpower necessary for anyone 

  to fly close to their ambitions, maybe too close to the sun.  

We witness the struggle for freedom from the stairwell,  

not really understanding,   

so we turn back to the tour guide,  

the windows darkening to scatter the sunlight  

so the office workers’ eyes don’t get overwhelmed  

when they stare at their screens, designing their way back to nature. 

 

II. Eyes 
 



I lifted her in the shovel 

so that I could inspect her, 

    brown and crème feathers—a common house finch. 

Her eyes closed in tiny crescents.  

Eyes that used to always have the bird’s eye view.  

Isn’t that the true view? 

one that allows you to see things for what they are?  

I imagine sweeping through life in the horizontal plane 

 Instead of the vertical one seen from our gravity-bound feet. 

I guess when we walk, with each step, we fall  

and then catch ourselves, a tiny flight 

 Witnessing this insignificant death, water suddenly salted my lashes— 

Tears that never formed even though the news kept telling me my fellow humans 

were dying, their lungs bellowing for air. 

 

III. Heart 
 

Did your interior temperature rise, Dad, as your heart hammered, 
  

looking for a way out of your  
 

rib cage?   
 
  Shock from your unexpected death 
 
hit the backs of my knees and plunged them to the floor. 

 
 

IV. Gut 
 

In my garden, I watch birds fling themselves against the sky,  
 
across the wild blue unknown, 
 
  to alight perfectly on an anonymous branch without overthinking it. 
 
I search my gut for such instincts. 

 
I laughed as a bird grasped a dried flower, felling it to the ground  

 



  And know I have to throw the weight of my trust onto the fragile stalks 
 
of love and aspirations 
 
 where the seeds of nourishment lie. 

 
 

V. Larynx 
 
I’m learning to voice my truth. 
 

When the birds call out they flock together  
 
like velvet diamonds folding toward an agreed upon future.  

 
 

VI. Sternum 

We all have dreams of flying—they live in our chests, caught in our rib cages— 

We are just usually afraid to push them toward the louvers. 

But once our delicate sternums of vulnerability crack open,  

we let our dreams out,  

we pull the wishbone, 

  we suck the marrow until hollow 

   and we have learned the anatomy of hope. 
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